
1CleaningGlasses

Just spray on the glasses, rinse and you're done! There is no need to rub. It
thoroughly removes difficult dirt such as sweat, sebum and invisible bacteria
from everywhere on the glasses including nose pads and earpieces. This
neutral liquid is friendly to the lenses and frame. Replace with the refill after
using it all up.
Enjoy transparent berry scent combine with mint every time you spray!

Directions:
1. Open the stopper.
2. Spray foam all over the glasses.
3. Rinse off foam completely with tap water.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue.

Shampoo for Glasses - Minty Berry
Minty Berry 200ml

4975759201854

ZV9H57FJUMKLSPOV

20185

445 202 225W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-85
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just spray on the glasses, rinse and you're done! There is no need to rub. It
thoroughly removes difficult dirt such as sweat, sebum and invisible bacteria
from everywhere on the glasses including nose pads and earpieces. This
neutral liquid is friendly to the lenses and frame. Replace with the refill after
using it all up.
Enjoy transparent berry scent combine with mint every time you spray!

Directions:

Shampoo for Glasses - Minty Berry(Refill)
Minty Berry 160ml

4975759201861

ZV9H57FJUMKLSQLV

20186

385 207 206W H D mm

Case dimension

5.4 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-86
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

All you need is spray and rinse. It can rinse off the stubborn dirt such as sweat
or finger oil also invisible bacteria adhered on nose pad, temple parts. This
product contains neutral component also only you need is spraying and rinse, it 
is NOT necessary to scrub.
Enjoy freshness clear minty scent every time you spray!
Refill is also available.

Directions:
1. Open the stopper.
2. Spray foam all over the glasses.
3. Rinse off foam completely with tap water.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue.

Shampoo for Glasses Extra Clean Aqua Mint
Clean Aqua Mint 200ml

4975759202035

ZV9H57FJUMKMKNPV

20203

445 202 225W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-203
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

All you need is spray and rinse. It can rinse off the stubborn dirt such as sweat
or finger oil also invisible bacteria adhered on nose pad, temple parts. This 
product contains neutral component also only you need is spraying and rinse, it 
is NOT necessary to scrub.
Enjoy freshness clear minty scent every time you spray!
Refill is also available.

Directions:

Shampoo for Glasses - Aqua Mint(Refill)
Aqua Mint 160ml

4975759202042

ZV9H57FJUMKMKOMV

20204

385 207 206W H D mm

Case dimension

5.4 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-204
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



2CleaningGlasses

All you need is spray and rinse. It can rinse off the stubborn dirt such as sweat
or finger oil also invisible bacteria adhered on nose pad, temple parts. This
product contains neutral component also only you need is spraying and rinse, it 
is NOT necessary to scrub.
Enjoy white floral scent every time you spray!
Refill is also available. 

Directions:
1. Open the stopper.
2. Spray foam all over the glasses.
3. Rinse off foam completely with tap water.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue.

Shampoo for Glasses Extra Clean Floral
Floral 200ml

4975759202059

ZV9H57FJUMKMKPTV

20205

445 202 225W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-205
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

All you need is spray and rinse. It can rinse off the stubborn dirt such as sweat
or finger oil also invisible bacteria adhered on nose pad, temple parts. This
product contains neutral component also only you need is spraying and rinse, it
is NOT necessary to scrub.
Enjoy white floral scent every time you spray!
Refill is also available.

Directions:

Shampoo for Glasses - Floral(Refill)
Floral 160ml

4975759202066

ZV9H57FJUMKMKQQV

20206

385 207 206W H D mm

Case dimension

5.4 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-206
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

All you need is spray and rinse. It can rinse off the stubborn dirt such as sweat
or finger oil also invisible bacteria adhered on nose pad, temple parts. This
product contains neutral component also only you need is spraying and rinse, it 
is NOT necessary to scrub.
Enjoy fruity based musk watery scent every time you spray!

Directions:
1. Open the stopper.
2. Spray foam all over the glasses.
3. Rinse off foam completely with tap water.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue.

Shampoo for Glasses Extra Clean Fresh Musk
 Fresh Musk 200ml

4975759202073

ZV9H57FJUMKMKRNV

20207

445 202 225W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-207
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

All you need is spray and rinse. It can rinse off the stubborn dirt such as sweat
or finger oil also invisible bacteria adhered on nose pad, temple parts. This
product contains neutral component also only you need is spraying and rinse, it
is NOT necessary to scrub.
Enjoy juicy fruit scent which images tropical island every time you spray!

Directions:
1. Open the stopper.
2. Spray foam all over the glasses.
3. Rinse off foam completely with tap water.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue.

Shampoo for Glasses Extra Clean Tropical Sweet
Tropical Sweet 200ml

4975759202097

ZV9H57FJUMKMKTRV

20209

445 202 225W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-209
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



3CleaningGlasses

All you need is spray and rinse. It can rinse off the stubborn dirt such as sweat
or finger oil also invisible bacteria adhered on nose pad, temple parts. This
product contains neutral component also only you need is spraying and rinse, it 
is NOT necessary to scrub.
Refill is also available.

Directions:
1. Open the stopper.
2. Spray foam all over the glasses.
3. Rinse off foam completely with tap water.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue.

Shampoo for Glasses - Fragrance-free
Fragrance-free 200ml

4975759202011

ZV9H57FJUMKMKLLV

20201

445 202 225W H D mm

Case dimension

7.9 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-201
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

All you need is spray and rinse. It can rinse off the stubborn dirt such as sweat
or finger oil also invisible bacteria adhered on nose pad, temple parts. This
product contains neutral component also only you need is spraying and rinse, it 
is NOT necessary to scrub.
Refill is also available.

Directions:

Shampoo for Glasses - Fragrance-free (Refill)
Fragrance-free 160ml

4975759202028

ZV9H57FJUMKMKMSV

20202

385 207 206W H D mm

Case dimension

5.4 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

H-202
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Portable Glass Cleaner completely removes any stubborn residue from the lens
and create a transparent protective coating to prevent dirt from adhering. It is
neutral type and friendly to the glasses, which allows you to use coated lens or
frame as well. This product's handy size makes it very convenient to carry.
Furthermore, an allergy resistant agent has been blended in to prevent
potential irritation.

Directions:

Portable Glass Cleaner
18ml

4975759201359

ZV9H57FJUMKLNPTV

20135

317 166 167W H D mm

Case dimension

2.2 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Fine enzyme-powered bubbles will wash your glasses spotlessly. Not only do
these Glass Cleaning Tablets remove dirt from gaps in between lens and 
frames, but it also can kill germs. You can also use it to plastic lens and metallic
frames.

Directions:
1. Place glasses into cleaning vessel and cover with water. Leave space for
bubbles to form on top.
2. Add one tablet to the vessel.
3. After a few minutes, the bubbles will disappear and the glasses should be
retrieved and rinsed with tap water. When particularly dirty, it is effective to
leave for an extra 10 minutes.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue
It is best to clean glasses once every 2-3 days.

Glass Cleaning Tablet 'Buku' - 10 tablets & cleaning case
10 tablets & cleaning case 3g × 10

Washing case × 1

4975759201410

ZV9H57FJUMKLOLKV

20141

350 223 195W H D mm

Case dimension

2.0 kg

Case weight

12
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



4CleaningGlasses

Fine enzyme-powered bubbles will wash your glasses spotlessly. Not only do
these Glass Cleaning Tablets remove dirt from gaps in between lens and 
frames, but it also can kill germs. You can also use it to plastic lens and metallic
frames.

Directions:
1. Place glasses into cleaning vessel and cover with water. Leave space for
bubbles to form on top.
2. Add one tablet to the vessel.
3. After a few minutes, the bubbles will disappear and the glasses should be
retrieved and rinsed with tap water. When particularly dirty, it is effective to
leave for an extra 10 minutes.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue
It is best to clean glasses once every 2-3 days.

Glass Cleaning Tablet 'Buku' - 24 tablets
24 tablets 3g × 24

4975759201427

ZV9H57FJUMKLOMRV

20142

345 160 220W H D mm

Case dimension

2.5 kg

Case weight

24
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Fine enzyme-powered bubbles will wash your glasses spotlessly. Not only do
these Glass Cleaning Tablets remove dirt from gaps in between lens and 
frames, but it also can kill germs. You can also use it to plastic lens and metallic
frames.

Directions:
1. Place glasses into cleaning vessel and cover with water. Leave space for
bubbles to form on top.
2. Add one tablet to the vessel.
3. After a few minutes, the bubbles will disappear and the glasses should be
retrieved and rinsed with tap water. When particularly dirty, it is effective to
leave for an extra 10 minutes.
4. Dry with a soft cloth or tissue
It is best to clean glasses once every 2-3 days.

Glass Cleaning Tablet 'Buku' - 50 tablets
50 tablets 3g × 50

4975759201441

ZV9H57FJUMKLOOLV

20144

343 220 157W H D mm

Case dimension

2.5 kg

Case weight

12
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This gel type cleaner for glasses can remove the dirt throughoutly and creates
clear visibility. It adds anti bacterial performance. 
It is applicable not only for eye glasses but also smartphone and tablet PC. This
doesn't get the liquid into mouthpiece or switch part.
* Not all of bacteria can remove with this agent.

Directions:

Cleaning Gel for Glasses
10g

4975759201953

ZV9H57FJUMKLTPNV

20195

293 162 203W H D mm

Case dimension

1.4 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

H-95
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1Anti-fog measuresGlasses

Portable Glass Anti-fog prevents glasses from getting foggy in any
circumstance, be it eating, exercising, or coming in from the cold! This product
is safe for multiple materials, which allows you to use it on coated lens or frame
as well. This product's handy size makes it very convenient to carry.
Furthermore, an allergy resistant agent has been blended in to prevent 
potential irritation.

Directions:

Portable Glass Anti-fogging
18ml

4975759201342

ZV9H57FJUMKLNOMV

20134

317 166 167W H D mm

Case dimension

2.1 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Cleaner & Anti-Fog Wiping Sheet for Glasses, a quick dry semi-wet cleaning
sheet, will lift dirt caused by fingerprints or skin oil from the glasses with its
detergent and scrape it off with the sheet while simultaneously giving anti-
fogging effect. The sheets are packed individually for portability, which allows
you to use them as needed.

Directions:

Cleaner & Anti-Fog Wiping Sheet for Glasses
20pc

4975759201625

ZV9H57FJUMKLQMPV

20162

510 150 210W H D mm

Case dimension

2.0 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

H-62
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

FUiTARi～NA  Glasses Anti-Fog Sheet now includes an anti-fog effect in
addition to its powerful cleaning effect. It is dry sheet so you can use it
repeatedly. When your lenses fog, a simple wiping motion is enough to trigger
its anti-fog effect and clear your vision. The eye-catching package, which
features pictures of THE CAT, is resealable and conveniently portable.  The
shape of each sheet is a pretty cat.

Directions:

FUiTARi~NA  Glasses Anti-Fog Sheet
1sheet

4975759201816

ZV9H57FJUMKLSLQV

20181

215 180 180W H D mm

Case dimension

0.3 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

H-81
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This gel type anti-fog item for glasses can dissolve the fog when you attach the
mask. Achieves high workability just as applying and no need to dry. 
Condensed anti-fog agent creates the layer which has high durability and
prevents unevenness. 
Available 100 pcs of glasses for 1 item. Neutral type which is friendly to
glasses.

Directions:

Anti-Fog Gel for Glasses 
10g

4975759201922

ZV9H57FJUMKLTMMV

20192

293 162 203W H D mm

Case dimension

1.4 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

H-92
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



2Anti-fog measuresGlasses

Just wipe your fogged up glasses with this dry cloth, to instantly clean them and
prevent fogging to preserve excellent visibility in all conditions. The packet
contains 3 cloths, each of which may be used around 15 times. Suitable for all
kinds of eyeware.

Directions:
If the lens is not foggy, breathe on it to fog the lens. Lens must be foggy to
activate anti-fog effect. Wipe the lens gently with the cloth for around 10
seconds, wiping fog from every part of the lens. Ensure the lens and cloth are
free from grit or sand before use. If lens continues to fog, breathe on the lens to
fog it and wipe again.

Reusable Antifog Cloth for Glasses
3sheets

4975759201762

ZV9H57FJUMKLRQMV

20176

200 180 175W H D mm

Case dimension

0.6 kg

Case weight

80
Case unit

H-76
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just wipe down the lenses of sports eyewear or goggles to impart an anti-fog
coating. Ideal for stress-free enjoyment of winter sports, such as skiing and
snowboarding, as well as running, cycling, fishing, etc.
Contains approximately 150 uses. Includes case.

Directions:
1. Remove all dust and dirt before use.
2. Wipe the lens with the cloth.
3. Replace cloth into storage case after use.
Do not wet surface.
If wet, dry before reapplication.

SPORTS POWER ANTI-FOG 'Fog Shield'
1 sheet (ca. 180x140mm)

4975759206828

ZV9H57FJUMKQSMSV

20682

395 175 300W H D mm

Case dimension

3.0 kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

HL-82
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1Useful itemsGlasses

Just spray onto the lenses and let dry to create an ultrahydrophobic coating... for sport
eyewear!
By creating a nano-scale layer of silicate crystals, this product completely prevents liquids,
such as rain, sweat, seawater, etc., from remaining the surface, preserving perfect
visibility! It makes sporting activities more enjoyable, allowing you to reach your full
potential!
Whether you are running, jogging, fishing, cycling, golfing, or enjoying marine sports, this
coating is perfect for your eyewear.
Compatible with hydrophobic coatings, polarised sunglasses, and prescription (corrective)
lenses.

Directions:
Apply at least 10 minutes before use of eyewear.
1. Thoroughly clean and dry the lenses before application.
2. Spray onto lenses from around 2-3 cm away, thoroughly wetting the surface.
3. Place on a tissue etc. to dry for 5-10 minutes. DO NOT WIPE.
Notes:
Do not touch surface after application; the coating will be destroyed.

SPORTS POWER RAIN REPELLENT 'RainHopper'
30ml

4975759206811

ZV9H57FJUMKQSLLV

20681

450 185 260W H D mm

Case dimension

3.3 kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

HL-81
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Ultrafine microfiber cloth for cleaning glasses. The long, luxurious fibres easily
wipe up and remove fingerprints and smudges. Packaged with a resealable
storage pouch.

Directions:
1.Remove all dust and dirt.
2.Fold cloth to an easy-to-use size and wipe.

Luxury Cloth for Glasses
1 sheet (ca. 140x140mm)

4975759202110

ZV9H57FJUMKMLLKV

20211

230 150 170W H D mm

Case dimension

0.7 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

H-111
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


